The paper sheds light on the change in the concept of obedience within the Society of Jesus since the 1960s. In the aftermath of the Second Vatican Council, a so-called crisis of authority and obedience took place in the Catholic Church and the religious orders. As a consequence, the notions of responsibility and conscience came to the fore in the Jesuit definition of obedience. The religious concept of obedience, that is the obedience towards God, was reassessed as a service to humanity. The paper analyzes how the change in the concept of obedience gave rise to the promotion of social justice, which the Society of Jesus proclaimed at General Congregation 32 in 1974/75. By including the promotion of social justice into their central mission, Jesuits not only fundamentally transformed their self-conception, but also their ethical values. The paper argues that the pursuit of social justice became a form of religious obedience.
Introduction
In October 2016, Jesuit delegates from all over the world came to Rome for General Congregation 36. This supreme governing body of the Society of Jesus set the agenda for the Jesuit mission for the following years, laid down in two decrees. In Decree 1 the delegates of General Congregation 36 declared that Jesuits see themselves as companions in a mission of reconciliation and justice. 1 The promotion of justice has been an important aim of the Society of Jesus since General Congregation 32 in 1974/75. Previously, the Jesuit mission was unequivocally the spread of faith, but in Decree 4 of General Congregation 32, Jesuits declared the promotion of justice in addition to evangelization as the basic mission of Jesuits. In the 1970s this new mission not only became a political issue within the Catholic Church, but also meant a fundamental change of Jesuit ethics and in Jesuit self-conception.
The intention of this paper is to examine the change in Jesuit self-perception in a broader context of conceptual history and to show that it resulted last but not least from the so-called 'crisis of obedience and authority' in the aftermath of the Second Vatican Council. The idea of obedience changed to the effect that the notions of initiative, responsibility and conscience came to the fore in the definition of obedience. I analyze how the promotion of social justice, proclaimed by General Congregation 32 in 1974/75, resulted from the change in the concept of obedience. My argument is that the pursuit of justice became a new form of religious obedience.
Approaches of conceptual history as the German Begriffsgeschichte and the Cambridge School of intellectual history have in common to ask for interrelations between change and innovations of 1
The Ignatian Concept of Obedience
As a basic principle, two different forms of obedience in Catholic thinking can be distinguished, namely the canonical or institutional obedience and the religious obedience. The Ignation concept of obedience belongs to the latter. Canonical or institutional obedience refers to the subordination to ecclesiastical authority and is regulated by canon law. Therefore, it is a form of obedience that in this context serves as a means to an end, namely for maintaining order. Religious obedience on the other hand, along with the vows of poverty and chastity, is central to life within religious orders. 4 Religious obedience is closely linked to Christian faith; it is obedience to God's will. The most important example of religious obedience in religious thinking is Jesus carrying the cross in obedience to his father. Jesus adopts the will of his father, obeys him and does not rebel against the father even though he suffers carrying the cross. In contrast to canonical obedience, religious obedience does not refer to a certain order, but to a way of life. It is an end in itself for the obeying person and theologians considered it for a long time to be the quintessence and the core attitude of Christian existence. 5 Freedom-which is given by God-is the prerequisite for religious obedience. It is precisely this voluntariness, which makes this form of obedience different from imposed coercion. In other words, freedom is a central precondition for obeying from a theological perspective. Within the life of Catholic orders, it was a goal to renounce self-determination, a renunciation, which would equate to a full obedience to God. Unlike canonical, institutional obedience, religious obedience was conceptualized as loving obedience towards God.
The idea of religious, mystic obedience is especially shaped by the concept of obedience of Ignatius of Loyola. As for the Jesuits, Ignatius considered obedience to be the core virtue. 6 From the beginning of the 1960s the Ignatian concept of obedience became problematic, as will be shown later. The main strategy for resolving this problem consisted of a reinterpretation of the concepts of both obedience and authority. This reinterpretation was generally defined as a return to tradition and legitimated by the letters and attitudes of Ignatius. 7 The conceptual change of obedience and authority became important not only for the concrete relationship between superiors and subordinates within the Society of Jesus, but also for the identity of the Jesuits and their sociopolitical self-perception.
In the Ignatian concept of obedience one should obey his or her superior, because he or she represents Jesus Christ. To obey the decision of the superior was the equivalent of obeying the will of God and of devoting oneself to God. Religious obedience is therefore based on the love to God and on the desire to be directly connected to him. From Ignatius' point of view obedience to God can be expressed only in the obedience to a human being, namely to the superior. This is to say, the concrete obedience to the superior was the only way to demonstrate and prove obedience to God.
Ignatius distinguished between three degrees of obedience, namely the obedience of execution, the obedience of will and the obedience of mind. The first degree refers only to the external execution of the command. The second degree, the obedience of will, refers to the internal conformity of the will of the obedient person with the will of the superior. The second degree implies the effort of a Jesuit to harmonize his will with the will of the superior and by doing so, he wishes to act on the given order and does not try to change the will of the superior in the direction of his own will. The third degree of obedience, the obedience of mind, is according to Ignatius the highest degree of obedience. The obedient person shall exert him-or herself to subordinate not only his or her will, but also his 4 See (Müller 1968, p. 233f) . 5 See (Hilpert 1996, pp. 360-62) . 6 See (Conference of Provincials 1991, p. 75f).
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Hugo Rahner explained, for example, that the joint responsibility of the subordinates was already stated in the constitutions, referring among other sources to Const. III, 2a. See (Rahner 1980, p. 26) . Another perspective in this debate was suggested by the Jesuit Robert Harvanek. He rejected the assumption of an essence of Jesuit obedience and by doing so recognized the historic inconstancy of the idea of obedience. Nowadays there is a broad agreement within the academic community about the problem of essentialism, however this idea was quite radical at the time of publication. See (Harvanek 1978, p. 172). or her intellect to the superior, that is to consider best the commands of the superior. Ignatius in fact explained that the mind is not as free as the will and naturally tends to accept what seems to be true. However, if the mind is not obliged by the 'evidence of the perceived truth' to think in another way then the superior, the obedient person shall be apt to accept his superior's opinion as true. 8 Ignatius was aware that a superior may be mistaken and his commands may be factually wrong. Nevertheless, he explained: We must not ' [ . . . ] look at the person whom we obey, but see Christ, our Lord, for whose sake we obey' 9 in the person. As long as the superior's order does not present an obvious sin, Jesuits shall adhere to it, because even an improper command may be the expression of God's will. 10 Moreover, by following orders-even poor orders-the obedient person gets the opportunity to prove his or her surrender to God. For achieving obedience of mind, it is helpful according to Ignatius to believe that everything commanded by the superior is God's command and constitutes his will, which should be obeyed blindly. The outcome of putting the superior's will with God's will on the same level is that the superior's will shall likewise be obeyed blindly. 11 The term 'blind obedience' is based on the Ignatian concept of obedience.
The Challenge of Obedience
Both in-and outside the Church, obedience was understood for a long time as a virtue, as an ethical value in itself. The concept of obedience changed after the end of the 18th century as a consequence of the Enlightenment, which placed emphasis on reason and the autonomy of the individual. In the history of philosophy, obedience was increasingly linked to the authority of reason. Immanuel Kant exerted a strong influence on the debate about the term obedience by redefining the relation between obedience and autonomy. 12 According to Kant, obedience is an expression of ethical freedom. In this context, we find the terms law and duty in the center of his thinking. To adhere to the law-understood as moral law-was according to Kant an imperative of practical reason and at the same time a moral duty. For him, this was not in contradiction to autonomy since the subjective will of any human being should tend to conform to the objective, general moral law, according to his categorical imperative. Obedience, resulting from the recognition of moral law, was according to Kant an expression of autonomy. 13 As a consequence of the Enlightenment, the question of the telos, of the aim of obedience, became increasingly important. The moral value of obedience became dependent on what obedience was related to. That is to say, it became dependent on its aim. This implied that the telos, the aim for which obedience was asked for, had to be assessed by the obedient person. Against this development, theologians after the First World War tried to link obedience more closely to the authority of God and thereby to emphasize the religious dimension of obedience. 14 It was precisely this religious dimension, which suspended the connection between obedience and reason, which had been made before. Therefore, it is important to understand that there is no linear and consistent development in the conceptual shaping of the nexus between obedience and reason. 8 See (Ignatius of Loyola 1993, MI Epp. IV, p. 463) . The letter 'To the Jesuits in Portugal', written on the 26th of March in 1553, is also known as the 'Letter on obedience' in which Ignatius reveals his general concept of obedience. This perspective was recently questioned by Mark Rotsaert, SJ, who argues that the idea of obedience described in the letter 'To the Jesuits in Portugal' has to be interpreted in close connection with the concrete situation of the addressees and should not be understood as the general concept of obedience. See (Rotsaert 2008) . However Rotsaert, a Jesuit himself, seems to assume a historic constancy between the contemporary concept of obedience in the Society of Jesus and the Ignatian concept.
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(Ignatius of Loyola 1993, MI Epp. IV). 10 See (Knauer 1993, p. 458) . 11 (Ignatius of Loyola 1993, MI Epp. IV, p. 467) . The most important example of the obedience of mind is the obedience of Abraham sacrificing his son Isaac. 12 See (Walther 1984, p. 152) . 13 See (ibid., p. 152) . 14 See (ibid., p, 153) .
In conjunction with fascism and totalitarianism in the 20th century, obedience was fundamentally challenged. 15 Along with these experiences, the danger of obedience as 'blind' and as lack of attention to individual responsibility became obvious. 16 This historic experience was also highly significant for the notion of obedience within the Christian churches. In 1968, Dorothee Sölle argued that after National Socialism, after Auschwitz, it was no longer possible to talk about obedience as a theologically innocent term and as a basic principle of Christian ethics, and by doing so, she articulated the feeling of many Christians. 17 Furthermore, she asked a question that was crucial at that time: 'Can the Christian education to obedience be held partly responsible for the quiet conscience of the desk murderers?' 18 Obedience not only lost its virtue, but it became suspicious for its possible sinfulness.
Humanae Vitae as the Crisis's Trigger
The debate about the concepts authority and obedience became more dynamic in the Catholic Church after the Second World War, and ended after the Second Vatican Council in the so-called crisis of authority and obedience, which became apparent in all sectors of the Church. 19 This came along with a move away from a mere legalistic understanding of morality towards a more person-centered understanding of morality. Although the change of concepts had already begun several decades before the Second Vatican Council, it became visible only during the Council. The participants of the Council criticized the ecclesiastical concept of authority, but did not examine the authority issue in detail. This omission created wide room for maneuvering, which could be used in the aftermath of the Council for developing of new ideas about authority. 20 The encyclical Humanae Vitae (1968), which established the continued prohibition of artificial contraceptives, was a watershed in the relation of authority between lay Catholics and the Vatican, as well as between clerics and the Vatican. The encyclical caused an uproar in the Catholic world since the prohibition disappointed many Catholics. Since numerous lay Catholics perceived the encyclical Humanae Vitae as an obvious error, they began to disobey the ecclesiastical authority openly. A large number of clerics shared this feeling. Hugh McLeod vividly describes aged priests remembering what they were doing the moment they learned that Paul VI was continuing to ban contraceptives, as aged Americans remember what they were doing the moment they heard about the assassination of John F. Kennedy. 21 At least in the United States, according to Leslie Tentler, the encyclical was more significant to priests then to lay people. 22 The clergy were obliged to defend the encyclical and to convince lay people comply with it, although not all priests fulfilled that obligation. Many priests and theologians-numerous Jesuits among them-criticized Humanae Vitae and by doing so legitimized the possible disobedience of lay people. The opposition of many Jesuits resulted not only from the content of the encyclical, but also from the way it came into being, which was incompatible with the modified idea of authority in the 1960s. Pope Paul VI established a committee to reconsider the position of the Catholic Church on birth control. The committee reasoned that the Church should lift the ban on contraceptives in reference to married couples. In the encyclical Humanae Vitae, Pope Paul VI ignored the judgment of the committee and disregarded the arguments, which favored lifting the ban. This led eventually to a weakening of the 'papal authority' of Pope Paul VI. 23 The criticism within the Catholic 15 See in this context the preface of (Floristán 1980, pp. 603-4) . 16 Without doubt significant for this debate: (Adorno et al. 1950) . 17 (Sölle 1988, p. 13) . Unless otherwise indicated, translations are those of the author. 18 (Sölle 1988, p. 13) ."Kann man die christliche Erziehung zum Gehorsam mitverantwortlich machen für das gute Gewissen der Schreibtischmörder?" 19 See (Hammer 1977) . 20 (Neumann 1970, pp. 142ff, 168 See (McLeod 2007, p. 193) . 22 See (Tentler 2004, p. 268) . 23 See (Eschenburg 1976, pp. 240-42) .
Church of the encyclical of Pope Paul VI was at the same time a criticism of the management structures in the Church.
What did the modified concepts of obedience in the Society of Jesus and other parts of the Church look like? Numerous clerics and theologians defended the concept of responsible obedience, which, unlike 'blind obedience', was linked with the question of the obedience's telos, of the aim of obedience. 24 The obedient person who was considered responsible for his or her deeds should assess the objective pursued by obedience. Translated into Max Weber's terms, ethics of responsibility became more important, while at the same time the meaning of the ethics of conviction persisted and did not cease. The demand for responsible obedience-that is obedience, which was ethically justified-could hardly be reconciled with the religious concept of obedience in Catholic orders, which understood obedience as a way of life. However, this was exactly what many Jesuits tried to do. Because of the central religious connotation of obedience, it was impossible for Jesuits to refuse obedience, or, more precisely, if they did so they had to question their whole faith. Therefore, they began to rethink their concept of obedience, which led to a modification of Ignatius' definition of obedience in the Society of Jesus. A Jesuit joke, originating probably in the post-conciliar era, demonstrates this modification:
At a conference about religious obedience, the Jesuit representative is asked, "Your Order places great emphasis on the vow of obedience. How do you ensure that Jesuits remain faithful to this vow?" He replies, "It's simple. Our superiors first ask us what we want to do, and then they mission us to do it. Thus, we never have any problems with obedience."
Another conference participant then asks the Jesuit, "But aren't there some members of your Order who don't know what they want to do? What do you do with them?" The Jesuit replies, "We make them the superiors!" 25 The joke ascribes influence to the individual Jesuit on his superior's orders. Thereby it reflects the modification of the concept of obedience towards more autonomy and responsibility of the individual, which led at the same time to a modification of the concept of authority and leadership and to new forms of giving orders.
The Problematization of the Ignatian Concept of Obedience
The problem, which the Jesuits confronted since the 1960s becomes especially evident in the concept of obedience of mind. To retain Ignatian obedience some Jesuits tried to reconcile it with the principle of acting on one's own responsibility. While the term 'blind obedience' seems to contradict this principle, some theologians in the 20th century connected it to the self-will of the obedient person. According to this idea, 'blind obedience' did not mean to switch of the mind while obeying, but to have a 'blind' spot regarding one's own self-will and self-interest and to try to understand the superior's judgment as God's will. 26 However, the interpretation of 'blind obedience' without doubt depended on the position taken up within the debate about obedience. It could serve the persons involved as a strategy to promote their ideal construction of obedience. In the letter of obedience, Ignatius connects 'blind' to the examination the obedient person is supposed to abstain from. For this reason, 'blind' can be understood as clearly connected to the intellect. To abstain from an examination of the superior's judgment correlates-contrary to the interpretation put forward since the 1960s-to not making full use of one's reason. The statement on the 'obedience of mind' on the 31st General Congregation can be interpreted in different ways. Decree 17 defines: 24 The debate about responsible obedience was not specifically Catholic, but was also current in other confessions and had its equivalent outside the religious sphere. 25 Jesuit Jokes compiled by Felix Just, SJ. Available online: http://catholic-resources.org/JesuitJokes.htm (accessed 28 July 2018). 26 See for example (Knauer 1990, p.144; Müller 1964, p. 146f ).
For obedience of judgment does not mean that [ . . . ] one should assent to the superior's will against reason, rejecting the evidence of truth. For the Jesuit, employing his own intelligence, confirmed by the unction of the Holy Spirit, makes his own the will and judgment of superiors, and with his intellect endeavors to see their orders as more conformed to the will of God. 27 It is questionable how the expression 'more conformed', which is of vital importance for the declaration, should be interpreted. If the order of the superior is interpreted as corresponding more to the will of God then the judgment of the subordinate, he may have no choice but to endorse the will of the superior. The relativization of obedience of mind made by Decree 17 had in the end no consequences for the subordinate.
From a theological perspective, 'blind obedience' to God's will was ethical. However, the Jesuit theologian Karl Rahner put the underlying problem concisely, when he asked, 'How do I know that the instruction of my superior is God's will?' 28 The mere submission to an external will is not an ethical act, according to Rahner, but may be even immoral. Additionally, he goes on:
Neither does it help to point to the example of Jesus. Of course, he was obedient; he asserted that the obedience to his father was the form and strength, the substance of his life. Of course, we have to follow Jesus Christ. But the question is precisely how we can know that we are obedient to God in the most radical way by submitting to human authority. This is exactly what Jesus did not do. 29 This question, already raised by Rahner in 1956, was of central importance for the debate within the Society of Jesus during the following decades. 30 The distinction between religious and canonical obedience, presented at the beginning of this article, is abrogated in the Ignatian concept of obedience. By claiming that obedience to God has to be demonstrated by obedience to the concrete superior-whether he is benevolent and qualified or not-Ignatius transferred religious obedience into canonical obedience. 31 According to Raimund Schwager, the Ignatian concept of obedience is therefore contrary to that of Luther. Luther criticized the authority of the Church in the name of an unconditional obedience to God, Ignatius, on the contrary, demanded a radical obedience to the ecclesiastical authority. 32 The special obedience to the pope, which distinguishes Jesuits from other religious congregations, must be understood in this context. The implementation of obedience to the pope has to be seen in regard to the foundation of the Society of Jesus. The main objective of the Jesuit order, founded in 1540, was the propagation and defense of Catholic faith. Jesuits played a decisive role in the counter-reformation. 33 According to the philosopher and Dominican priest Joseph Bocheński, Ignatius confused epistemic with deontic authority regarding the religious superior. 34 (Rahner 1955 (Rahner -1956 . 29 (Ibid., p. 261). The italics are mine. 30 The fact that Rahner raised this question already in 1956 indicates that the so-called crisis of authority was not a result of the Second Vatican Council, but that the discussion about the concepts of authority and obedience had already begun before. According to Klaus Schatz the vast of majority of the younger generation of Jesuits in Germany appreciated the article by Rahner, whereas some Jesuits of the older generation harshly criticized it. See (Schatz 2013, vol. IV) . 31 See (Böckle 1968, p. 245) . 32 See (Schwager 1996, pp. 359-60) . For the church conception of Ignatius of Loyola see (Schwager 1970) . 33 For the role and the development of the Jesuit order in the 16th century, see for example the general survey by (Banger 1986) . 34 See (Bocheński 2004, p. 105). deontic authority becomes evident in his argument for an obedience of mind. If Ignatius demands that the will of the superior be accepted as the will of God, he erroneously believes that the epistemic authority of God is delegable to the superior. However, the religious superior, as already said, has primarily deontic authority; he may or may not also possess epistemic authority. With the distinction between epistemic and deontic authority, Bocheński describes-and this is the essential element of his concept-two completely different types of authority relationships. The deontic authority is a kind of mandatory authority and thus insists on obedience. The epistemic authority on the contrary would never do this. Therefore, Bocheński also specifies two different types of obedience. The epistemic authority seems to become authority only by being chosen by the obedient person.
In the era after the Second World War, Jesuits perceived the concept of obedience derived from Ignatius's Letter to the Jesuits in Portugal as increasingly outmoded and unfit. Nevertheless, it was read out once a month in the refectories of Jesuit communities. 35 In a letter about obedience and humility written on 8 December 1963, General Superior Juan Bautista Janssens explained that Jesuits should not understand the text of Ignatius as a legal and dogmatic text, but rather turn their attention to the prudence and practical psychology of the text. 36 This can be interpreted as an initial relativization of some of Ignatius' demands.
Just a few years later, Pedro Arrupe, elected General Superior at General Congregation 31 in 1965/66, spoke about a 'Crisis of obedience'. On 1 October 1966, during the second period of the Congregation Arrupe stated that Jesuits have to incorporate the 'new elements of today's Society' into their characteristic obedience. 37 He named the problems of obedience as follows:
There is a conflict between the apostolic dynamism and the aspect of passivity or receptivity; between the guidance of the Holy Spirit and a rule exercised by man; between dialogue looking toward discussion of what is to be done and the strictly personal character of decision-making or of the laying down of a directive. There is, moreover, the conflict between the responsibility which each religious [ . . . ] is aware of in his own conscience and the responsibility of the superior as such [ . . . ]. 38 In this quotation, Arrupe contrasts different elements of Jesuit self-conception. Except for 'dialogue' these elements were not new, but they seemed to be decreasingly compatible. On the one hand, Jesuits should pursue apostolic goals on their own initiative, on the other hand, they should passively follow orders. On the one hand, the Holy Spirit should lead Jesuits, on the other hand this leadership was concretely assumed by a superior. On the one hand, they should seek the will of God through community dialogue, on the other hand, decisions should not be taken collectively, but by a superior. On the one hand they should bear responsibility, on the other hand obey the superior.
The Change of the Obedience Concept
Obedience was questioned in connection with the fascistic and totalitarian regimes in the 20th century, since it was seen as the basic cause for the lack of individual sense of responsibility. This development accompanied a theological-ethical reassessment of conscience. 39 Linked with that trend was a stronger emphasis on the individual person, the call for more participation and the recognition of the individual's autonomy. Henceforth it was one's conscience that was to be obeyed. This implied the personal responsibility for one's own actions and thus an examination of the goals obedience was asked for. 35 See (Tollenaere 2001 (Tollenaere , p. 1693 . 36 See (Ibid., p. 1693) . 37 See (Arrupe 1966, p. 62) 38 (Ibid. p. 63) . Italics in original. 39 See (Hilpert 1996, p. 360 ).
This change of discourse resulted in a reform of the dictate of obedience at General Congregation 31 in 1965/66. Decree 17 highlights several times the responsibility of the obedient person for his own action. 40 Whereas Ignatius allowed non-compliance with instructions only in the case that an instruction was an obvious sin, 41 Decree 17 made it possible to suspend the execution of an order due to reasons of conscience. 42 In preparation of a General Congregation the Jesuit Provinces all over the world sent postulates to Rome which made suggestions for the agenda of the General Congregation. In the run-up to the meeting in Rome in 1965/66, the Provinces asked either for a confirmation of the principles of obedience, or for a clarification of the connection between these principles and new insights from Bible studies, psychology and sociology. Decree 17 on obedience could only be passed after adding passage 10, which contained the possibility of suspending the execution of an order. 43 However, this did not mean that an order of a superior could be disregarded, but it meant that a Jesuit who could not follow an order due to reasons of conscience, could speak to his superior and achieve that the order was temporarily suspended. Thereupon the superior had to decide-if necessary after consulting a higher superior-in favor of the good of the religious order and the individual. Furthermore, it was possible to ask other persons for consultation even from outside of the Society of Jesus, if both the subordinate and the superior agreed to it. In any case, should it happen frequently that a Jesuit could not follow an order for reasons of conscience, he should, according to the decree, consider leaving the Jesuit order. This passage 10 of Decree 17 can be understood as a kind of extension of the Jesuit repraesentatio. The repraesentatio describes the principle that a subordinate is allowed and even supposed to inform his superior about problems and objections regarding a given order. The repraesentatio constituted an old principle in the Society of Jesus, but did not include the option-as Decree 17 did-to suspend an order temporarily. 44 Nevertheless, Decree 17 did not mean that obedience lost importance. Quite the contrary, the decree aimed at conserving the significance of obedience as a central feature of the Jesuit order. The introduction of the decree mentions the freedom and responsibility of the individual as well as the 'excessively critical attitude' towards obedience. 45 The idea that a superior represents Christ was maintained in Decree 17. It was this point especially which more and more Jesuits considered to be wrong. The keyword describing the doubt about this kind of conception was 'demythologization'. In an article of 1974 the Jesuit David Knight asked: 'Is it theologically defensible, in this age of demythologization, to speak of "God's will" for an individual being expressed authentically through any human authority [ . . . ]?'. 46 The demythologization of faith launched by the protestant theologians Rudolf Bultmann and Paul Tillich characterized first and foremost the attempt to reconcile the New Testament with the modern scientific world view. 47 However, as mentioned before, Knight's question had been raised in a similar way almost 20 years earlier by Karl Rahner. 48 Despite the lasting doubt about this belief, the Jesuit order also maintained it at General Congregation 32 in 1974/75-though using a more cautious formulation. Decree 11 states: Vowed obedience [ . . . ] is always an act of faith and freedom whereby the religious recognizes and embraces the will of God manifested to him by one who has authority to send him in the name of Christ. 49 The formulation 'by one who has authority to send him' implies the possibility that the superior is not necessarily seen as the representative of Christ, but nevertheless has the power to give orders to a subordinate in the name of Christ. The increasing challenge to religious myths provoked counterforces, which boosted the religious aspect against reason and rationality. As a reaction to demythologization, a certain 're-religiousization' took place in the Society of Jesus. The introduction of the obedience decree at General Congregation 31 claims that the grace of Jesuit vocation cannot be understood exclusively by philosophers, psychologists and sociologists, but that it requires the insight of faith. 50 Over and above the emphasis on responsibility and the conscience of the obedient person, it was argued that the superior is not always and necessarily supposed to explain to his subordinate the reasons for his instructions and that a Jesuit should act in religious obedience knowing that he was sent by his superior. 51 This means on the one hand that despite the conceptual change, the superior could justify any lack of willingness for dialogue on his part by referring to the decree. On the other hand, it demonstrates the attempt to conserve the faith as a fundament of obedience. Jesuits tried in a sense to reanimate the mysticism, which was connected to obedience and authority within Christian thinking. The emphasis on the religious element could furthermore serve as a unifying factor with regard to the deep conflicts of the post-conciliar era.
Obedience as a Service
The challenge to obedience in the Society of Jesus led on the one hand to a reflection about what obedience should not and must not be, on the other hand it also led to a constructive redefinition of the term. The ethical dispute about the concept of obedience emerging with the Enlightenment and reaching a milestone after National Socialism in the 20th century took two courses. Firstly, obedience was linked to reason and to the responsibility of the obedient person. The question of the telos, of the aim of obedience became central and the virtue of obedience depended unequivocally on the aim to be achieved. Jesuits integrated this critical element stemming from the philosophical discussion on obedience into their own specific concept of obedience and by doing so their religious obedience lost its characteristic trait of being unconditional. This loss was a tremendous shock for their concept of faith. Despite the religious fundament of obedience, it ceased being always and without conditions 'good'. Therefore, the Christian tenor, which was embodied in obedience lost its sharp contour. As explained before, the Jesuit order responded to this development at General Congregation 31 by passing Decree 17, which allowed an order to be temporarily suspended for reasons of conscience.
The second course within the ethical dispute about obedience consisted of describing obedience as a service. 52 In Christian thinking, obedience acquired a new constructive meaning by being linked to a selfless service following Christ. In this understanding obedience was more than just being subjected to somebody and acting under orders. A characteristic trait of this form of obedience consisted of '[ . . . ] a conscious step out of the sphere of privacy into the public in which obedience was demonstrated in a concrete political and social way namely as a service to the right to live of every human being.' 53 In this spirit, the Jesuit promotion of justice, which became, in addition to the service of faith, the central task of Jesuits at General Congregation 32 in 1974/75, can be understood as a new form of religious obedience.
Apostolic and Ascetic Obedience
At the time of its foundation the Society of Jesus defined itself basically according to its apostolate, that is to say according to its activity in the world. The ideal of Jesuits was therefore not a secluded life seeking their own spiritual healing, but on the contrary an active life. The apostolic element played a central role in the construction of Jesuit identity. Hence the question of which apostolate to follow and how much value to attach to the respective apostolates touched the (felt) core of being a Jesuit. Since the Jesuit order was founded precisely because of the apostolate, any consideration of how to structure the Society of Jesus, including the specific definition of 'Jesuit obedience', tended to serve the apostolate. 54 At General Congregation 31, the apostolic element implemented in Jesuit obedience was particularly emphasized and it was stated: 'Now through the vow of obedience our Society becomes a more fit instrument of Christ in His Church, unto the assistance of souls for God's greater glory.' 55 As mentioned before, canonical and religious obedience can be differentiated. Furthermore, religious obedience can be sub-classified into ascetic and apostolic obedience. 56 Asceticism refers to a field within theology dealing with spirituality. Asceticism describes the practice of abstinence and austerity from wordly pleasures in order to achieve greater spirituality. Ascetic obedience therefore means obedience as an ascetic discipline for its own sake. Apostolic obedience in contrast refers to a form of obedience as a means to a more effective apostolate. The apostolic obedience is part of religious obedience insofar as the fulfillment of the apostolate corresponds to the fulfillment of God's will. In any case, since apostolic obedience is issue-related, it does not have the characteristic trait of being unconditional, as ascetic obedience has. It is not the fulfilling of God's will in its own terms, but it is the means to the fulfillment of God's will. For this reason, apostolic obedience met the ethical requirement that obedience must be evaluated in relation to its telos, as defined in the 1960s. The ethical value did not result from the obedience in itself, but from its aim. That is to say that the objective to be achieved became more significant than the attitude. Hence it becomes apparent that Decree 4 at General Congregation 32, which redefined the apostolate by declaring the promotion of justice to be a central goal, has to be understood in connection to the concept of obedience.
The Promotion of Justice as a New Form of Religious Obedience
The change of the apostolate and Jesuits' self-conception in relation to their social role was of course not only due to the change in the concept of obedience, but also due to the growing liberation theology movement and the redefinition of the idea of mission. The change of the concept of mission was on the one hand a consequence of secularization, defined here as a declining commitment to the Church, particularly in Western Europe. Subsequently, the opposition between 'sending' Christian nations and 'receiving' nations became obsolete or rather Western European countries became receiving nations. 57 On the other hand, the idea of mission also changed in consequence of decolonization, which originated a discussion about the role and the methods of the Church in the process of colonization. 58 These developments demanded a reevaluation and redefinition of mission, which was found in the link between the service of faith with the promotion of justice. The introduction of Decree 4 at General Congregation 32 reads as follows: 'The mission of the Society of Jesus today is the service of faith, of which the promotion of justice is an absolute requirement. For reconciliation with God demands the reconciliation of people with one another.' 59 Several parts of Decree 4 demonstrate the perceived connection between faith and justice. Further down it is stated: 'Since evangelization is proclamation of that faith which is made operative in love of others, the promotion of justice is indispensable to it.' 60 The connection between faith and justice led both previously and in the following decades to severe theological disputes. 61 The Holy See vehemently criticized the combination of faith and justice made in Decree 4, arguing that the promotion of justice should be unequivocally subordinated to evangelization. In any case, in the opinion of Pope Paul VI the changing of social structures with the objective to achieve more social justice could not be the mission of priests, but should be the task of lay Catholics. The Vatican's criticism of the Society of Jesus because of their amalgamation of faith and justice correlated with criticism of liberation theology. Whereas liberation theologians hold the Church responsible for the promotion of social justice, the Holy See defined the mission of the Church within the context of other-worldly salvation, but not with reference to a this-worldly liberation from social, economic and political repression. Theologians of liberation criticized that according to the Church's official attitude poor and oppressed people could only hope for salvation after death, but not for the Church's support for a better life in this world. The development of liberation theology certainly played an important role in the reorientation of the Jesuit order. 62 The important point is that according to Jesuits who supported Decree 4 the service of faith was no longer possible without the promotion of justice. Regarding this matter, the Jesuit und theologian Ignacio Ellacuría explained:
[ . . . ] who ever denies that justice is an essential part of faith does not have a derogatory and dismissive opinion of what is supposed to be justice, but a derogatory and dismissive opinion of what is supposed to be faith. A faith which continues to be faith without sanctifying grace, without love and without justice can't have top priority within Christianity. 63 For Ellacuría, justice was a form of Christian love. In his opinion, the love towards God could not be separated from the love towards human beings, which means that faith could not be separated from justice. 64 The significance of Decree 4 also lies in the fact that it did not refer solely to the social apostolate-as was the case in former General Congregations-but that it was all-encompassing. Whether they were teachers, spiritual directors or staff of a relief organization, Jesuits should reflect on the social significance of their actions. For this reason, the Jesuit Peter Bisson calls the decree an intended reconstruction of religious identity of Jesuits. 65 To take this thought up it could be stated that justice was linked to faith by understanding the promotion of justice as the fulfillment of God's will. To promote justice was the equivalent of being obedient to God. Therefore Decree 4 resulted from the transformation of the concept of obedience and implied the new understanding of this concept, namely the promotion of social justice. In this context, the transformation of the concept of obedience changed ethical values within the Jesuit order.
Conclusions
This examination of the link between justice and obedience in Jesuit thinking aims to illuminate the horizon of meaning and motivation of the acting persons. This does not mean that the same action could not have been realized in the context of another horizon of meaning. On the contrary, the promotion of social justice was at the same time the objective of different social movements, in particular left-wing ones. Therefore, Decree 4 may be interpreted as an answer to the demand to justify one's own religious character. The reference to Karl Marx in Decree 4 is to be understood in this spirit, stating that it has to be shown that, 'Christian hope is not a dull opiate, but a firm and realistic commitment to make our world other than it is.' 66 This mixing of religion and politics evident in a religiously justified promotion of justice-not only observable in the Jesuit order-was definitely a religious development, which resulted most significantly from the challenge to the concept of religious obedience.
Since Decree 4 belonged to the legislation of the Jesuit order, it had important social and political consequences, as for example during the military dictatorships in Latin America in the 1960s and 1970s. During this era numerous individuals have been persecuted, tortured and murdered. In several Latin American countries Jesuits promoted human rights and were engaged against political repression. 67 This was true for example for Chile during the military dictatorship of Augusto Pinochet (1973 Pinochet ( -1990 , where the Jesuit journal Mensaje criticized since 1975 the violation of human rights by the military regime. 68 This promotion for human rights and social justice resulted last but not least from the transformation of the concept of obedience. Notwithstanding, the promotion of social justice and human rights did neither result monocausally from the change of the concept of obedience, nor did the transformation of the concept and in consequence Decree 4 have the same effect on all Jesuits. There are indications that some Jesuits who served in Chile as prison chaplains knew about the systematic torture in the military prisons, but denied it. 69 Nevertheless, the change of the concept of obedience in the Society of Jesus had a strong impact on the objective of action and was tightly interwoven with the social apostolate and therefore with the sociopolitical self-image of the religious congregation. The change of the concept of obedience represents also a transformation of Christian ethics. During General Congregation 34 in 1995, the self-conception as stated in Decree 4 at General Congregation 32 was both reinforced and enhanced. 70 Ever since then, the 'service of faith' is not solely linked to the promotion of justice, but is also closely connected to the terms culture and interreligious dialogue. According to Decree 2 of General Congregation 34, the service of faith presupposes, in addition to the promotion of justice, dialogue with other cultures and openness to other religious experiences. 71 General Congregation 35 in 2008 discussed the term 'reconciliation' intensely as an apostolic response to new challenges. It eventually became prominent in the last General Congregation 36 in October and November of 2016 which stated that Jesuits see themselves as having a mission of reconciliation and justice. However, the fundamental change of Jesuit identity and ethical values in Decree 4 of General Congregation 32 has not since been contradicted, but rather refined.
Both the history of Decree 4 at General Congregation 32 and the enhancement of this idea at General Congregation 34 prove the significance of the historical and cultural context in the definition of ethical values. The named decrees served the Jesuit order for answering to historical developments, this is to social, cultural and political transformations. The present paper aimed to contribute to a reenvisioning of the field of Christian ethics by raising the awareness of the meaning of the concrete historical context for the shaping of ethical values. Using the method of conceptual history, the paper showed how social, cultural and political developments gave birth to new theological thinking and in consequence to the transformation of the concept of obedience. Therefore, it serves as an illustration of the usefulness of this methodological approach as a partner-discipline for the Christian ethics.
Taking into account the entanglement of social and theological developments it should be mentioned that the influence between these fields is bidirectional. It would be fruitful for example to ask for the links between the transformation of the religious concept of obedience and new forms of leadership in organizations. Since the 1960s Jesuits developed a new culture of leadership in consequence of the crisis of authority and obedience within the Catholic Church. They changed their own organizational structures. The modification of the Jesuit concept of leadership may have an impact in particular on the business sector, since Jesuits are known as coaches of leadership-skills and for training business leaders. 72 As a closing remark, it should be addressed what happened to the basic Ignatian idea of obedience in the long term. The idea that the superior represents Jesus Christ, which was understood as the religious reason for the obligation to obey to him, was finally abandoned at General Congregation 35 in 2008. The decree on obedience promulgated at this General Congregation states with reference to the Constitutions that a formed Jesuit should obey to the commands of the superior, 'as if they came from Christ because it is for love of Christ that he obeys'. 73 Thus this concept does not attribute the same role to the person of the superior as previous documents did, because a Jesuit should obey his orders as if they come from Christ, but the superior does not represent Christ. There is no judgment on the quality of the superior's commands, which had been previously understood as an expression of God's will. Another paragraph warns that the exercise of authority may be degraded to an exercise of power. 74 An individual Jesuit had the opportunity to react to possible problems in the account of conscience, in which he could reveal to the superior his doubts and reservations in reference to a given command, in order to allow the superior to send him 'more prudently and confidently'. 75 However, the decree does not give an answer to the question raised in the 1960s and 1970s of how to react if a problem cannot be solved in the potential case that the superior is lacking prudence.
Without doubt, the emphasis on responsibility and conscience will endure in the Jesuit concept of obedience, even though conflicts in concrete relationships of Jesuits and their superiors may continue. Obedience was obviously of no relevance at General Congregation 36, since the term appears in the decrees just one time without adding new elements to the concept. 76 However, the way the concept of obedience will be discussed at future General Congregations remains to be seen.
